Introduction
By an im-bundle we mean amy quasi-bundle (i.e. any singular vector bundle) which cam be represented as sin image of an endomorphism of a locally trivial bundle. Some properties of the category ImVB of im-bundles are presented in [4] and [5] .
Any im-bundle £ over a space X determines a decomposition of this base space into the sets over which the dimensions of fibres are constant. By a filtered space denoted X we mean any space X together with a fixed decomposition of such kind. Observe that in a natural way we can define the semiring ImVB(X) (with respect to Whitney sum and tensor product) of isomorphism classes of im-bundles which give the same decomposition of X. Then the K-functor may be applied. Let us denote K(ImVB(X)) by K (X). The main i 111 theorem of this paper says that K (X) = ® K(X ). la 1
Let us start from the following definitions and notation :
1. The category of filtered spaces Let X be a topological space and r : X »{1,2,3 n> A morphism 0 : £ » of q-bundles is a pair of maps (u, f) such that the diagram :
commutes and the restriction of u to any fibre is linear.
We consider only q-bundles with a bounded dimension of fibres (i.e. n = dim £ s m < eo) and such that the sets (1) implies that i is epimorphic , (2) implies that J is monomorphic.
• * Therefore it is enough to prove that imj = ker i and the relations 1), 2).
This proves Lemma 2.
Now we are able to prove Theorem 3.
For (1) as an element of K (X).
